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6363 Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.G LAH DIVISION (KHARKOV 1943)

6366 U.S. ARMORED INFANTRY

6375 GERMAN TANK CREW 1939-1943

6378 U.S. ARMY TANK RIDERS 1944-45

6384 Sd.Kfz.171 PANTHER G w/ZIMMERIT

6387 Pz.Kpfw.III Ausf.L LATE PRODUCTION w/WINTERKETTEN

6392 GERMAN sFH18 HOWITZER w/LIMBER

6393 JAGDPANTHER (LATE PRODUCTION)

6403 Sd.Kfz.171 PANTHER F mit GUMMIGEDÄMPFTEN STAHLLAUFROLLEN

6397 JAGDPANZER IV L/70(V)

Modeler
Masayoshi Yabe
Photo courtesy of 'Armor Modelling'
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6466 Sd.Kfz.7 8t HALF-TRACK (INITIAL PRODUCTION)

6466 M3 75mm GUN MOTOR CARRIAGE

6479 T-34/76 No.112 FACTORY "KRASNOE SORMOVO" (LATE PRODUCTION)

6487 T-34/76 Mod.1942 "FORMOCHKA"

6498 JAGDPANZER IV L/70(V) w/ZIMMERIT
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- Sd.Kfz.252 LEICHT GEPAZERTE MUNITIONS KRAFTWAGEN mit Sd.Ah.32/1 TRAILER
- 5cm PaK 38 auf ZUGKRAFTEAGEN 1t
- Armored 1/4-TON 4X4 TRUCK w/50-cal MACHINE GUN
- Sd.Kfz.10 Ausf.A w/5cm PaK 38
- Pz.Kpfw. VI, Ausf.E TIGER I EARLY PRODUCTION WITTMANN'S COMMAND TIGER
- M4(105) HOWITZER TANK / M4A3(76)W
- OPERATION TYPHOON 1941
- T28 SUPER HEAVY TANK
- JAGDPANTHER EARLY PRODUCTION
- Sd.Kfz.3a MAULTIER HALF-TRACK
- Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.B mit SCHNEERÄUMER SYSTEM SCHMIDT
- Sd.Kfz.3 MAULTIER AMBULANCE
1/32 WARBIRDS

1/72 WARBIRDS

1/144 WARBIRDS
Modelers are free to use their imagination. They can depict virtually any episode from WWII using these 1/144 Mini Armor tanks.

The vignettes below may inspire their wildest imaginations!

- Pz.Kpfw VI Ausf E Sd.Kfz.181 Tiger I Initial Production
- Sd.Kfz. 182 Kingtiger Henschel Turret
- Stu.G.III Ausf.F/B w/Winterketten
- Sd.Kfz. 186 Jagdtiger Porsche Production Type
- Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.H Late Production
- Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.G
- Stu.G.IV Early Production
- S.I.G.33 auf Fgst.Pz.Kpfw.III(Sfl.)
- Sd.Kfz.182 Kingtiger Porsche Turret
- Pz.Kpfw.IV Ausf.D

Tanks with ultimate detail in 1/144 scale.
1/144 MINI ARMOR

SERIES 2 COLLECTION

- 14142 M1A2 SEP
- 14143 M2A2 Bradley w/ERA
- 14144 M3A2 ODS Bradley w/ERA
- 14145 M270 MLRS
- 14146 CHALLENGER 2
- 14147 CHALLENGER 2 w/UP GRADE ARMOR
- 14148 WARRIOR
- 14149 LEOPARD 2A6
- 14150 LEOPARD 2A4

- 14131 GERMANY RAILWAY GUN 28cm KS(E) 'LEOPOLD'
- 14132 Mörser Karl mit Railway Transport Carrier
- 14135 Mörser Karl mit Munitionsschlepper auf Panzer IV
1/700 WARSHIPS

- **7041** U.S.S. PENNSYLVANIA BB-38 1944
- **7081** GERMAN BATTLESHIP TIRPITZ
- **7059** U.S.S. CHARLES F. ADAMS GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER
- **7079** U.S.S. PRINCETON CVS-37
- **7049** U.S.S. ESSEX CV-9
- **7084** U.S.S. SPRUANCE DD-963
- **7089** U.S.S. BUCHANAN DD-484 & U.S.S. LANSDOWNE DD-486 1945
- **7120** U.S.S. MICHIGAN SSGN-727
- **7127** "PEARL HARBOR ATTACK" 7 DECEMBER 1941 (U.S.S. ARIZONA BB-39 + JIN TYPE 97 "KATE" CARRIER BOMBER)
- **7125** "SINK THE BISMARCK" 26-27 MAY 1941 (GERMAN BISMARCK + RN SWORDFISH)
- **7142** U.S.S. LAKE ERIE CG-70
- **7148** U.S.S. LYNDON B. JOHNSON DDG-1002
- **7152** H.M.S. TYPE 42 DESTROYER BATCH 1–3

*Modeler: Masao Watanabe*  
*Photo courtesy of 'Model Art'*
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- U.S.S. BUCHANAN DD-484 GLEAVES CLASS DESTROYER 1942
- U.S.S. INDEPENDENCE CVL-22
- U.S.S. PREBLE DDG-98
- U.S.S. GEARING DD-710 GEARING CLASS DESTROYER 1945
- GERMAN BATTLESHIP SCHARNHORST 1941
- GERMAN Z-39 DESTROYER
- U.S.S. PRINCETON CVL-23
- U.S.S. FLORIDA SSGN-726
- GERMAN BATTLESHIP SCHARNHORST 1940
INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

The German 3t 4x2 Truck from Dragon is bursting with stunning detail. Not only is the radiator grill finely represented on the front hood, but Dragon has even gone as far as depicting the ventilation louvers on the hood side panels. These louvers are not mere representative "bumps", for they are sharply chiseled out just like on the original truck. When viewers look through these followed-out hood louvers, they can actually see details of the fully built-up engine inside. Thanks to its creative and technical expertise, Dragon has been able to produce amazing "hyperventilation" detail such as this!

Laser weapons are the stuff of science fiction novels and movies... but not any more! Dragon is now pioneering the use of laser in its plastic kits. Of course, these aren't laser weapons, but lasers allow designers to add incredibly fine detail to model kits. This new technique being used by Dragon involves using laser drawings. On such drawings, details and lines as fine as a hair's breadth can be easily rendered. Thanks to the employment of this technology, these details will show up sharply and precisely on plastic components. An example is the pattern on the wing of Sea Venom FAW.X1. Lasers are the newest weapon in Dragon's arsenal of technological tools to bring you the best plastic kits!

Weld Seams

Even the unobservant would have noticed the computer-generated drawings that adorn Dragon kit boxes. These are a byproduct of the hi-tech CAD/CAM system utilized in all new kits and figure sets. Advanced computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing technology enhances the whole production process, resulting in kits that possess stunning accuracy. If you need proof of this, just look at the pictures on any Panzer IV or Tiger box, and the mind-boggling detail that is made possible with CAD/CAM.

CAD/CAM

Dragon Zimmerit represents a breakthrough in hi-tech molding techniques. Through extensive research and testing over an extended period of time, Dragon has developed high-quality injection-molded Zimmerit for a variety of German armored vehicles. All miniature Zimmerit patterns are created in the first place by a master-class modelers, which ensures the coating is natural looking and not mechanically regular in appearance. This handcrafted Zimmerit application is subsequently realized as the basis for each injection-molded casting. A fine example of the modeler's touch in Dragon's Zimmerit is the unique pattern on the gun mantlet of Jagdpanzer IV L70(V). Dragon Zimmerit demonstrates a human touch, just as the case was on original vehicles.

Weld Seams

Using Dragon's vast injection-molding experience, kit have been upgraded and improved to the sharpness of detail. This is particularly evident in the weld seams of Panzer III Ausf.N kit. Many components such as the gun shield, turret, glacis plate and engine deck have received upgraded weld seams to make the tank appear more realistic. Overall, Dragon kit has been finely honed and toned.

Weld Seams

With its Gen2 sets, Dragon has revolutionized the way modelers think about plastic figures. These new miniature "beings" prove that unadmired detail doesn't need to come at a cost, or that it doesn't have to remain the preserve of resin manufacturers. Using slide molds, the smallest and most subtle details on bodies and uniforms are possible, often through the use of separate parts such as hands, boots, collars or greatcoat skirts. Dragon has subsequently built upon the success of its Gen2 figures by offering Gen2 Gear. Old personal gear such as water bottles, helmets, bread bags, canteens, backpacks and bayonet holsters have all been retooled. This means Dragon's Gen2 figures can operate and fight with top-flight gear that is right up to the task. These carefully researched Gen2 figures are now ready to get their Gen2 gear on, resulting in the best plastic figures of their generation!
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